Letter of Agreement
For exhibition in the High Octane Gallery at the Gas Station Arts Centre between:
__________________________________________
(Herein referred to as the Artist)

and
The Gas Station Arts Centre
(Herein referred to as the Gallery)

1. Dates of exhibition: ___________________________through __________________________.
2. The artist agrees to provide a price list of all exhibited art works. If some art works are not for sale, this
must be indicated on the price list. This will be Schedule A, to be attached to this agreement.
3. The artist agrees that the gallery will publicly show art works provided by the artist starting and ending on
the agreed dates. Upon end date of exhibition, the artist is responsible for the removal of their unsold art
works from the gallery/theatre.
4. For all works sold while on display at the Gas Station Arts Centre, the artist agrees that the gallery will
receive a 20% (twenty percent) commission. The gallery will collect all monies from any pieces sold and
issue a cheque to the artist less the 20% commission at the conclusion of the exhibition.
5. The artist agrees that art works sold through the gallery will be made available to the purchaser upon
completion of the exhibition, unless otherwise arranged. Any art works purchased during exhibition will
remain mounted. The Gallery may allow the removal of a sold piece, if the Artist will replace it with a
similar work.
6. The Gas Station Art Centre’s liability insurance will cover damages to a maximum of $30,000 on artworks
exhibited in the Gallery. The Gallery assumes no liability for damages before or after agreed dates. The
artist and the gallery may agree to a period of time for safe storage if the artist is unavailable when their
exhibition has completed, or cannot find means to retrieve their art works.
7. The Artist is in good standing with the Gas Station Arts Centre.
Upon signing, we have agreed to the terms listed above.

For the Artist

For the Gallery:

__________________________________________
Signature

__________________________________________
Signature

________________________________________
Date
Address: ________________________________
Phone: __________________________________
Email: __________________________________

__________________________________________
Date

